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Observation

- Common pattern in Transformer NMT self-attention heads
  - “balusters”
  - Resemble syntactic phrases
    - To what extent?
      → That’s our research question!
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2. Phrase candidates → constituency tree
   - Linguistically uninformed algorithm

3. Compare to standard syntactic trees: ~40%; baseline ~30%
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- **Balusters: Transformer NMT system**
  - Encoder: 6 layers x 16 heads
  - Europarl: French ↔ English, German ↔ English, French ↔ German

- **Standard syntactic trees: Stanford parser**
  - Penn Treebank, French Treebank, Negra Corpus
  - Only for evaluation
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Diagonals (especially 1\textsuperscript{st} layer)
Attend to end, mixed, scattered...
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- Binary constituency tree

```
   X
  / \  /
 X   X a b c
```
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Phrase candidates → constituency tree

- Binary constituency tree
- Tree score = sum of phrase scores

\[
s(T) = s(ab) + s(abc)
\]
Phrase candidates → constituency tree

- Binary constituency tree
- Tree score = sum of phrase scores
- CKY algorithm
  - Finds tree (set of phrases) with maximal score

\[ s(T) = s(ab) + s(abc) \]
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; this means that
the vine growers have suffered loss and that

these huge hectares of vineyards have been burned.
Comparison to standard syntactic trees

- EN->DE
- EN->FR
- DE->EN
- DE->FR
- FR->EN
- FR->DE

Base
Our
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Summary

- **Balusters** in Transformer NMT encoder self-attentions
  - Contiguous sequence of output states
  - Attention to the same one input state
- Interpret balusters as **syntactic phrases**
  - Phrase candidate extraction and scoring
- Construct a binary **constituency tree**
  - CKY algorithm
- Compare to **standard syntactic trees**
  - ~40% match; base ~30% match
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